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Henry Big Boy X Model Lever action .44 Rifles £ 1,280

Description

Model Number H012X Action Type Lever Action Caliber .44 Magnum/.44 Spl Capacity 7 Rounds Creating the
mold and then breaking out of it is something that we take great pride in. It’s how we progress and continue
pushing the boundaries of what lever actions are capable of. The Big Boy X Model does just that and marks an
evolutionary step in a product line with quite the pedigree. Modern hunters and shooters need a robust platform
with the versatility to perform several different jobs and the X Model provides it right out of the box. The Big Boy
X-Model is packed with a high-performance feature set and plenty of room to add even more. The durable
synthetic furniture is equipped with integrated mounting points for a sling, a solid rubber recoil pad, and both
Picatinny and M-Lok accessory slots to aid in mounting the tools you need for the task at hand. The carbine-
length barrel is topped off with highly visible fiber optic sights, fore and aft, and the muzzle end is threaded
(5/8×24 thread pitch) to accept a suppressor or other muzzle device. A screw-on thread protector ensures your
muzzle threads stay in top shape. Keeping true to our roots the Big Boy X Model utilizes a 7-round removable
tube magazine for convenient unloading, and the addition of a side loading gate allows that magazine to be kept
topped off without needing to remove the tube or suppressor. Whether it’s geared up to be your bedside
protector, truck gun, deer rifle, or Saturday range day show-off piece, the Big Boy X Model is one rifle capable of
many different roles.

Condition: New  Sale type: Trade  

Make: Henry  Model: Big Boy X Model  

Calibre: .44  Certificate: Firearm - Section 1  

Orientation: Right Handed  Gun Status: Activated  

Recommended Usage: Various
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